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Abstract : 

              The research comprised two experiment of two types of bleaching machine H- jetpealier 

and Satak rice machine and four types of Crunches machineH-Abrasive bleaching , RizharRice 

machine, Rice Daiachi machine and BilRookHuiter Hambubgon two rice varieties Abasiya and 

Mushkhab 1, under three moisture level 10-12% , 12-14% and 14-16% for both seasons 

2006and2007, The  properties that are studied for  bleaching machines were,   percentage of 

bleached rice, percentage of head of rice and breakage percentage .The properties studied  for 

Crunch machines were;. percentage of total extraction, percentage head of rice and  breakage 

percentage. The results showed that the H-jetpealier was significant superior compared with  

Satak rice machine in all properties that studied for both seasons. As for the weighted moisture 

content of rice kernel showed that the weighted moisture content 12 to14% was significant 

superior in properties bleached rice and Percentage of the head of rice while the weighted 

moisture content 14 to16% was significant superior in Breakage percentage and hulls percentage 

, for both seasons.  In the second experiment the Crunch machine was significant superior H-

Abrasive bleaching in all studied properties compared with other Crunch machines for both 

seasons. As for the weighted moisture 12 to14% was significant superior in studied properties 

Percentage of total extraction and Percentage head of rice.  while the weighted moisture content 

14 to16% was significant superior in breakage percentage for both seasons. 

الخالصة :     

Satak rice machineو  H.jetpealierتضمن  لبحثمت تبمين ل  بيم مل  كم  كامتب  لب حلمل    ( وأرنعم  أوم لم كم  كامتب   

H-Abrasive bleachingلببمي    و   Riz harRice machine    و Rice Daiachi machine و   BilRookHuiter 

Hambubg -41% و41 -42% و  42- 41. تثممث ثةثمم  كامم   تل كمم  لبي  نمم     4(.  وبصممي ا لبمميا محتوممل  وك مم ت   

.  ولبص تل لب ما تمد ارلوم  ت  بنامتب  لب حلمل    وامح  لبميا لبنحمل ل وامح  لبثحم  2112و  2111% ( وبن ونا لبدرلو  41

لوم  ت بنامتب  لببمي    وامح  لالوم  ةل لباللم  ل وامح  لبثحم  لباتكل  ل واح  لب ااي ل واح  لباثتب  ( لكت لبصم تل لب ما تمد ار

 Satak rice( كعي  مت ملمما كتييم  لب حلممل   H.jetpealierلباتكلم  ل واممح  لب اامي ( . وت مملي لبي ممتبم ن  م ل كتييمم  لب حلممل   

machine اوا بلثحم   فدمد ت م ل  ( فا جنلع لبص تل لبندروو  وبن ونا لبدرلو  .  أكت نتبياح  إبا لبنث  ى لبي م نا أبم  

%(  كعي  ممت فمما لبصمم تل لب تبلمم   واممح  لبمميا لبنحممل  ل واممح  لبثحمم  لباتكلمم ( نلينممت ت مم ل 41-42لبنث مم ى لبي مم نا أبمم اوا  

%( فا ص   واح  لب ااي  وواح  لباثتب  وبن ومنا لبدرلوم   . أكمت لب بينم  لبجتولم  فاتومث 41-41لبنث  ى لبي  نا لب اوا  

ي   ن  م ل كتييم  لببم H-Abrasive bleaching   كعي  مت فما جنلمع لبصم تل لبندرووم   كدتروم  ننامتب  لببمي  لال ميى )

%(  41-42وبن ومنا لبدرلومم  . أكمت نتبياممح  إبما لبنث مم ى لبي م نا أبمم اوا بلثحم   فدممد ت م ل  لبنث مم ى لبي م نا أبمم اوا  

%( 41-41لباتكلم ( نلينمت ت م ل لبنث م ى لبي م نا أبم اوا  كعي  ت فا لبص تل لب تبل   واح  لالو  ةل لبالل   ل واح  لبثح  

 فا ص   واح  لب ااي وبن ونا لبدرلو  .  

Introduction : 

               Rice is an important crop.Its in ranked the third after wheat and barley in terms of 

planted area and production , also rice is consider a main meal .The kernel production increased 

in the Arab world due to the population growth increasing . Rice production was approximately 

1.3 million tons in 1980. and production increased nearly 3.4 million tones in 2004 due to 

cultivation area and population growth increasing .(FAO.Stat.2005). The most prominent 

problems facing rice industry is the problem of cereals break-ups during the manufacturing 

process. Because of kernel breakage price lower than 30-50( Arauilo et al 1976). The rate of 

break-up is the most important  factor determining the quality of manufacturing, when this ratio 

is lower indicate of a good   the quality of production . breakage and cracking of rice kernels 

causes many reasons due to the conditions before harvest such as thermal distinctness between 
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day and night ,especially in the last maturity stages or because of automatic harvesting 

circumstances , threshing and moisture content weight .The delay of harvest date decline the 

overall extracting rate of bleaching rice by 3% when the performance of the modified grinding 

machine –friction type evaluated in rice production founded that the amount of rice milling 

machine entering the greeter increased with increasing  the amount of breakage rice kernels and 

hence low productivity of rice due to increasing of break-up percentage ,by adoption three 

quantities of rice entering the milling unit (400,500 ad 600)kg\hour found that weight 500kg 

\hour gave the best break ratio , extraction ratio and head of rice ratio( Varnamkhasti et al 2007). 

Another study evaluated the rice machine performance (type friction) which contains rotary heart 

and concluded there is an effect on the processed rice by adoption rice quality ,rice 

characterization and rice humidity .(Heidarisoltanabadi and Hemmat 2007). Another study 

showed that the rice purchasing value concern with milling process of the rice so care must be 

taken during the manufacturing stages of rice , cleaning ,polishing and bleaching which should 

be minute process to get suitable quality and desired by the consumer in the market(Courtois et 

al 2001). When a comparison is carried in the manufacturing process of brown or white rice from 

1982 to 1987 , noted that there is a great loss occurs during the rice harvest, as give space during 

the milling process ,which         included four phases , cleaning , bleaching , polishing and 

varityification all depend on the rice kerneles moisture content and the quality of the machine 

used in the rice manufacture (Chaitep 1998). Also reported that the properties of manufacturing 

rice is influenced by the yearly moisture content reflex on breakage ratio , extraction ratio and 

head of rice ratio .(Chaitep et at 2008). A study showed that the best moisture for manufactured 

rice is 14% gave the best properties for bleaching rice is breakage ratio compared with 10% and 

12% moisture conctent ,this is due to the quality of   manufacturing rice (the properties of rice ) 

.(Afzalinia et al 2002). A study showed there is a significant effect of moisture content of 

manufacturing rice its type and its ability to withstand temperature resulting from the 

manufacturing machine (Autrey et al   1995). Also noted that  long and short rice  are likely to 

break during the milling process and thus lower of the full kernel percentage .(Clement and 

Seguy 1994). Another study showed that air dryer rice increased breakage percentage during the 

milling process and the fraction of a moisture content of rice increased the decreasing of air dryer 

rice (Peuty et al 1994). Another reported that the speed significantly affected of loss and damage 

percentage ,an increasd of speed increases breakage and thus increased the loss percentage and 

the crop damage .(Gavami 2002).  Another study to the experiment two types of bleaching 

machine H- Abrasive and H- Jetpearter and four types company mill with three moisture level 

the results showed that the H- Abrasivewas significant superior compared with H- Jetpearter in 

breakage rice ratio , head of rice  ratio , total milling ratio . for both varieties Anbber 33 and 

mushkhab 1 , results of the second experiment showed that Sata rice machine was   significant 

superior compared with all types machine mill in all studed properties .(Al Maamouri and AL 

sharifi 2008).One of the major problems of the rice industry is breakage of kernels during milling 

.as the cooking quality of breakage rice is very poor , the market price for breakage kernels is 

much less than that of the head of rices.( Li et al 1999).Also Found that long and tiny rice kernels 

were more susceptible to breakage during the milling process. Reported that rice breakage was 

mostly due to mechanical stresses rateher than thermal stresses( Matthews and Spadaro1975). 

For the sake off  from study:-  

         The study comprised two types of bleaching machine H- jetpealier and Satak rice machine 

and four types of Crunches machine(H-Abrasive bleaching , RizharRice machine, Rice Daiachi 

machine and BilRookHuiter Hambubg) on two rice varieties Abasiya and Mushkhab 1       

Materials and work methods : 

           The research comprise two experiments the first was conducted in the central laborateory 

of Babylon silo (the General company for Kernel Trade)and the second conducted in privet 

crunching contracting with the General company for Kernel Trade in 2006 , 2007 seasons . Two 
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types of bleaching machines  are used: H-Jetpealier  and bleaching Satake rice machine ,Electric 

Moisture device to measure humidity at total sample Divider is used to divide the  smaller 

sample of Paddy for  both types , Statke Fissuring Device , staging a cylindrical Satake rice 

Grader , and four types of crunching available in the market .H-Abrasive,Rizhar rice machine, 

Rice Diarchy machine, Billhook Hunter Hamburg. The first experiment was carried out with a 

sample weight of 200kg of variety Abasiya moisture 17-19% and variety Mushkhab 1 moisture 

18-20% . Taking a random sample weight of 1 kg  of variety Abasiya and cleaned of impurities 

with dirt , gravel and Aldnan, Black bean  using special sieves were measured moisture content 

of the sample and placed in oven for drying and after obtaining the weighted humidity 14-16% 

has been a random sample of rice by 200 g of the sample selected above in the crunches machine 

to remove the crust and isolate the coarse kernel rice that have not grinded tore-crunches and 

then added to the sample that was crunched . Brown rice sample placed in the bleaching machine 

Satake rice machine and run for 1.15 minutes to obtain the desired degree of bleaching and 

installed the degree of rice whiteness output at a temperature of 32 C and is done by measuring 

device of whiteness degree of Babylon silo . Bleaching rice weighed and breakage rice kernels 

isolated from the head of rice (with all  sizes) by using cylindrical isolation device and when the 

weight moisture content of rice kernels reached 12-14% to 10-12% then repeated the same steps 

above with three replicates as for the bleaching machine H- Jetpealier the same steps are 

repeated for both varieties Abasiya and Mushkhab 1 with three replicates. 

The following properties were calculated :  

1- Percentage of bleaching rice: 

Have been calculated according to the following equation: 

        100
P

WR
W

W

W
R  

          RW- Percentage of  bleached rice. 

         WWR-  Mass  of bleached rice kg. 

         WP- Brown rice mass kg. 

Marchezan (1991) 

2-Breakage percentage: 

Have been calculated according to the following equation: 

 100
P

Rb
b

W

W
R  

        Rb- Breakage percentage. 

        WRb- Breakage rice mass kg.  

        WP - Brown rice mass kg. 

Dilday (1987). 

3- Percentage of total extraction:      

Have been calculated according to the following equation: 

  100
WP

WR
MR

W

W
T  

         TMR - Percentage total extraction . 

            WWR –Mass of bleaching rice kg. 

           WWP – Mass of manufacturing rice kg.   

Conway et al (1991). 

Were calculated the amount of brown rice from the following equation:  

     100
WP

PI
P

W

W
W  

     WP – The percentage of brown rice%. 

     WP1- The mass of brown rice after crushing kg. 
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     WWP - The mass of rice provided for manufacturing kg. 

Conway et al (1991). 

 

 The result analysised with split – split unit with  randomized to the complete design(C.R.D) and 

regard to lest L.S.D (0.05).(Al-sahuki and karema 1990) 

Results and discussion: 

       Bleaching Machines 

1- Rice Varity Abasiya: 

A- Percentage of bleaching rice: 

          

  Table(1) showed the  significant influence of the bleaching machine and moisture content 

on the character of Percentage of bleached rice for 2006 , 2007seasons Results indicated 

superiority of  bleaching machine H- Jetpealier on Satak rice machine which was 73.483, 

72.295, 67.597  and 68.588% respectively for both seasons .This is due to more efficiency of 

the bleaching machine H- Jetpealier  which causes lower  pressure on the kernel inside the 

bleaching room in addition to the presence of aeration conditioning on kernel whichreduces 

the stress hanging over kernel and thus increase the percentage of bleached rice H-Jetpealier 

machine compared with bleaching Satak rice machine .The finding are in good agreement 

with the findings of the( Maamouri and Al-shrifi 2008). It can be noted from table(   ) 

thesuperiority of 12 to 14% moisture content for both seasons , recording the highest rate of 

Percentage of bleached rice 74.293,75.606%respectively for both seasons ,compared with14 

to  16%kernel moisture content which gave the lowest rate of the Percentage of bleached rice 

66.362, 68.00%respectively for both seasons . this is due to the different moisture content of 

kernel which significantly affected the percentage of bleaching rice .The findings are in good 

agreement with results obtained by(Juliano 1993).It can be noted from  table (1)the existence 

of significant differences at the interaction of bleaching machine with moisture content of 

kernel on the character of the Percentage of bleached rice for 2006 and2007. Recording the 

interference bleaching machine  H-Jetpealier with moisture content of kernel12 to 14%higher 

rate of the Percentage of bleached rice 76.852, 78.101 %  .Respectively for both seasons 

compared with bleaching Satak rice machine ,which gave the lowest rate of the percentage of 

bleached rice 65.926,64.290%, for both seasons ,where they overlap with moisture content14 

to 16%. 
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Table (1) the effect of bleaching machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the Percentage of bleached rice% for 2006, 2007.  

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

14.431 11.221 24.111 10 -12  

2111 21.247 24.277 21.312  42 -11 

11.712 11.241 13.171 14 -16 

 12.142 22.241                 Average 

 1.174 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.227 B 

4.147 A*B 

 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

21.137 12.344 22.221 10 -12  

2112 21.111 27.444 23.414  42 -11 

13.114 11.421 21.121 14 -16 

 13.421 27.137                 Average 

 4.444 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
4.114 B 

2.122 A*B 

B- Percentage head of rice : 

           Table(2) showed significant influence of the bleaching machine and moisture content 

on the character of Percentage of the whole for 2006,2007seasons Results indicated 

superiority of  bleaching machine H- Jetpealier on Satak rice machine which was 62.282, 

61.407% and, 59.643 , 58.455% respectively for both seasons .This is due to increase 

pressure off the kernel inside the bleaching room machine and hot tempertuer of the kernels 

thus increase the breakage percentage and decreases the percentage of the head of rice . .The 

finding are in good agreement with the findings of ( Heidarisoltanabadi and Hemmat2007). It 

can be noted from table(2 ) the superiority of 12 to14% moisture content for both seasons , 

recording the highest rate of Percentage of the whole 65.876,65.026%respectively for both 

seasons ,compared with 14 to16%kernel moisture content which gave the lowest rate of the 

Percentage of the head of rice 57.342, 56.395%respectively for both seasons ,this is due to 

the different moisture content of kernel, increase the breakage percentage which significantly  

effected  on the Percentage of the head of rice .The findings are in good agreement with 

results obtained by (Afzalinia et al 2002).It can be noted from table( 2) the existence of 

significant differences at the interaction of bleaching machine with moisture content of 

kernel on the character of the Percentage of the whole for 2006 ,2007. recording the 

interference bleaching machine  H-Jetpealier with moisture content of kernel 12 to14%higher 

rate of the Percentage of the head of rice 67.704, 67.313 %  .respectively for both seasons 

compared with bleaching Satak rice machine ,which gave the lowest rate of the percentage of 

the head of rice and 55.982,55.214%, for both seasons ,where they overlap with moisture 

content 14 to16%. 
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Table (2) the effect of bleaching machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the Percentage of the head of rice% for 2006 , 2007. 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

13.722 12.147 14.772 10 -12  

2111 11.121 12.274 12.747  42 -11 

11.741 11.241 12.121 14 -16 

 13.111 14.112                 Average 

 1.211 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.421 B 

4.714 A*B 

 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

14.121 13.414 11.111 10 -12  

2112 11.321 11.113 12.211  42 -11 

12.712 11.432 13.212 14 -16 

 14.117 12.232                 Average 

 1.243 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.331 B 

4.211 A*B 

 

C- Breakage percentage: 

             Table(3) showed significant influence of the bleaching machine and moisture content 

on the character of breakage percentage for 2006,2007seasons Results indicated superiority 

of  bleaching machine H- Jetpealier on Satak rice machine which was 9.208, 9.717% and, 

10.138  11.014% respectively for both seasons .This is due to increase pressure off the kernel 

inside the bleaching room machine and hot tempertuer of the kernels thus increase the 

breakage percentage .The finding are in good agreement with the findings of (Chaitep 2008). 

It can be noted from table( 3 ) the superiority of 10 to 12% moisture content for both seasons 

, recording the lowest rate of breakage percentage 7.914,8.641%respectively for both seasons 

,compared with 14 to16%kernel moisture content which gave the highest rate of the breakage 

percentage 11.706, 12.373%respectively for both seasons . this is due to the different 

moisture content of kernel, increase the breakage percentage.The findings are in good 

agreement with results obtained by(Araullo et al 1976),It can be noted from table( 3 ) the 

existence of significant differences at the interaction of bleaching machine with moisture 

content of kernel on the character of the breakage percentage for 2006 and2007. recording 

the interference bleaching machine  H-Jetpealier with moisture content of kernel 10 to 12% 

which gave the lowest rate of the breakage percentage 7.518%and 8.00 %  .respectively for 

both seasons compared with bleaching Satak rice machine ,which gave the highest rate 

lowest rate of the percentage of breakage rice and 12.457,13.315%, for both seasons ,where 

they overlap with moisture content  14 to16%. 
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Table (3) the effect of bleaching machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the breakage percentage% for 2006 , 2007. 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

3.114 4.237 3.111 10 -12  

2111 41.137 41.111 4.224  42 -11 

42.727 47.741 44.172 14 -16 

 44.141 4.242                 Average 

 1.724 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.747 B 

1.111 A*B 

 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

2.441 3.744 2.143 10 -12  

2112 4.744 4.113 4.411  42 -11 

44.211 42.112 41.411 14 -16 

 41.473 4.213                 Average 

 1.142 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.221 B 

4.11 A*B 

 

D- Hulls percentage: 

           Table(4) showed significant influence of the bleaching machine and moisture content 

on the character of hulls percentage for 2006 , 2007seasons Results indicated superiority of  

bleaching machine H- Jetpealier on Satak rice machine which was 7.389, 8.367% and, 8.527  

9.227% respectively for both seasons .This is due to increase pressure off the kernel inside 

the bleaching room machine and hot temperature of the kernels thus increase hulls 

percentage bleaching Satak rice machine compared with bleaching H-Jetpealier machine.The 

finding are in good agreement with the findings of (Courtois et al 2001). It can be noted from 

table(4) the superiority of 10 to 12% moisture content for both seasons , recording the lowest 

rate hulls of Percentage of bleaching rice 7.400,7.785%respectively for both seasons 

,compared with 14 to 16%kernel moisture content which gave the highest rate of the 

Percentage of bleached rice 8.684, 9.976%respectively for both seasons . this is due to the 

different moisture content of kernel which significantly affected thePercentage of bleached 

rice and increase hulls percentage  .The findings are in good agreement with results obtained 

by(Afzalinia et al  2002).It can be noted from table(4)the existence of significant differences 

at the interaction of bleaching machine with moisture content of kernel on the character of 

the hulls percentage for 2006 ,2007. recording the interference bleaching machine  H-

Jetpealier with moisture content of kernel 10 to 12% lowest rate of the hulls percentage 

6.974, 7.445 % .respectively for both seasons compared with bleaching Satak rice machine 

,which gave the higher rate of the percentage of hulls 9.256, 10.343%, for both seasons 

,where they overlap with moisture content 14 to 16%. 
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Table (4) the effect of bleaching machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the hulls percentage% for 2006 , 2007. 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

2.231 3.421 2.111 10 -12  

2111 3.174 4.242 3.111  42 -11 

4.421 41.717 4.113 14 -16 

 4.222 3.712                 Average 

 1.734 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.112 B 

1.111 A*B 

 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

2.111 2.321 1.421 10 -12  

2112 2.244 3.114 2.134  42 -11 

3.131 4.211 3.447 14 -16 

 3.122 2.734                 Average 

 1.214 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.771 B 

1.112 A*B 

 

2- Rice Varity Mushkhab 1 

A-Percentage of bleached rice: 

           Table(5) showed significant influence of the bleaching machine and moisture content 

on thecharacter of Percentage of bleached rice for 2006 , 2007seasons Results indicated 

superiority of  bleaching machine H- Jetpealier on Satak rice machine which was 69.596, 

65.071%,and 66.562 ,63.361% respectively for both seasons .This is due to more efficiency 

of the bleaching machine H- Jetpealier  which causes lower  pressure off the kernel inside the 

bleaching room in addition to the presence of aeration conditioning on kernel whichreduces 

the stress hanging over kernel and thus increase the percentage of bleached rice H-Jetpealier 

machine compared with bleaching Satak rice machine .The finding are in good agreement 

with the findings of (Chaitep 1998). It can be noted from table( 5 ) the superiority of 12 to 

14% moisture content for both seasons , recording the highest rate of Percentage of bleached 

rice 72.010,69.616%respectively for both seasons ,compared with  14 to16%kernel moisture 

content which gave the lowest rate of the Percentage of bleached rice 64.234, 

60.268%respectively for both seasons . this is due to the different moisture content of kernel 

which significantly affected thePercentage of bleached rice .The findings are in good 

agreement with results obtained by (Heidarisoltanabadi and Hemmat 2007).It can be noted 

from table(5)the existence of significant differences at the interaction of bleaching machine 

with moisture content of kernel on the character of the Percentage of bleached rice for 2006 

and2007. recording the interference bleaching machine  H-Jetpealier with moisture content of 

kernel  12 to14%higher rate of the Percentage of bleached rice 73.144, 70.575 %  

.respectively for both seasons compared with bleaching Satak rice machine ,which gave the 
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lowest rate of the percentage of bleached rice and 62.893,59.930%, for both seasons ,where 

they overlap with moisture content 14 to 16%. 

Table (5) the effect of bleaching machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the Percentage of bleached rice% for 2006 , 2007. 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

12.211 14.142 11.177 10 -12  

2111 14.141 13.113 21.121  42 -11 

11.213 14.471 11.111 14 -16 

 17.714 11.124                 Average 

 1.244 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.324 B 

4.124 A*B 

 

 

 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-jetpealier Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

12.447 11.443 21.113 10 -12  

2112 22.141 21.322 27.411  42 -11 

11.271 12.347 11.121 14 -16 

 11.112 14.141                 Average 

 1.311 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.412 B 

4.124 A*B 

        

B-Percentage of the head of rice : 

           Table(1) showed significant influence of the bleaching machine and moisture content 

on thecharacter of Percentage of the head of rice for 2006 , 2007seasons Results indicated 

superiority of  bleaching machine H- Jetpealier on Satak rice machine which was 59.855, 

56.153% and, 56.478 , 53.952% respectively for both seasons .This is due to increase 

pressure off the kernel inside the bleaching room machine and hot tempertuer of the kernels 

thus increase the breakage percentage and deceases the percentage of the head of rice to H-

Jetpealier bleaching machine compared with Satak bleached rice machine .The finding are in 

good agreement with the findings of ( Heidarisoltanabadi and Hemmat 2007). It can be noted 

from table( 6  ) thesuperiority of  12 to 14% moisture content for both seasons , recording the 

highest rate of Percentage of the head of rice 63.140,59.813%respectively for both seasons 

,compared with 14 to 16%kernel moisture content which gave the lowest rate of the 

Percentage of the head of rice 53.828, 51.167%respectively for both seasons . this is due to 

the different moisture content of kernel, increase the breakage percentage which significantly  

effected  on the Percentage of the head of rice .The findings are in good agreement with 

results obtained by( Afzalinia et al 2002).It can be noted from table (6)the existence of 

significant differences at the interaction of bleaching machine with moisture content of 

kernel on the character of the Percentage of the head of rice for 2006 ,2007. recording the 
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interference bleaching machine  H-Jetpealier with moisture content of kernel 12 to 

14%higher rate of the Percentage of the head of rice 65.500, 60.516 %  .respectively for both 

seasons compared with Satak bleached rice machine ,which gave the lowest rate of the 

percentage of head rice and 53.162%,50.203%, for both seasons ,where they overlap with 

moisture content 14 to16%. 

Table (6) the effect of bleaching machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the Percentage of the head of rice% for 2006 , 2007. 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

11.424 12.111 11.341 10 -12  

2111 14.347 14.441 11.141  42 -11 

14.412 11.217 12.474 14 -16 

 17.412 11.417                 Average 

 1.371 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.431 B 

4.174 A*B 

 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-jetpealier Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

12.174 11.142 14.124 10 -12  

2112 17.411 11.234 11.111  42 -11 

17.323 17.412 11.141 14 -16 

 11.123 14.311                 Average 

 1.217 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.424 B 

4.211 A*B 

 

C- Breakage percentage: 

             Table(7) showed significant influence of the bleaching machine and moisture content 

on thecharacter of breakage percentage for 2006 , 2007seasons Results indicated superiority 

of  bleaching machine H- Jetpealier on Satak rice machine which was 9.706, 10.920% and, 

11.166  12.088% respectively for both seasons .This is due to increase pressure off the kernel 

inside the bleaching room machine and hot tempertuer of the kernels thus increase the 

breakage percentage . bleaching Satak rice machine compared with bleaching H-Jetpealier 

machine.The finding are in good agreement with the findings of the (Autrey et al   1995). It 

can be noted from table( 7  ) the superiority of 10 to 12% moisture content for both seasons 

,recording the lowest rate of breakage percentage8.750,9.870%respectively for both seasons 

,compared with 14 to 16%kernel moisture content which gave the highest rate of the 

breakage percentage 12.661, 13.913%respectively for both seasons . this is due to the 

different moisture content of kernel, increase the breakage percentage.The findings are in 

good agreement with results obtained by(Araullo et al  1976).It can be noted from table(7)the 

existence of significant differences at the interaction of bleaching machine with moisture 

content of kernel on the character of the breakage percentage for 2006 ,2007. recording the 

interference bleaching machine  H-Jetpealier with moisture content of kernel 10 to 12% 
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which gave the lowest rate of the breakage percentage 8.158, 9.558 % .respectively for both 

seasons compared with Satak bleached rice machine ,which gave the highest rate lowest rate 

of the percentage of bleached rice and 14.861,13.876%, for both seasons ,where they overlap 

with moisture content 14 to 16%. 

Table (7) the effect of bleaching machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the breakage percentage% for 2006 , 2007. 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

4.321  41.432 4.113 10 -12  

2111 41.223 44.224 41.271  42 -11 

47.447 41.314 42.411 14 -16 

 42.133 41.421                 Average 

 1.112 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.114 B 

1.123 A*B 

 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-jetpealier Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

3.211 4.714 3.413 10 -12  

2112 4.343 41.232 4.141  42 -11 

42.114 47.321 44.111 14 -16 

 44.411 4.211                 Average 

 1.122 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.127 B 

4.171 A*B 

 

D- Hulls percentage: 

           Table(8) showed significant influence of the bleaching machine and moisture content 

on thecharacter of hulls percentage for 2006 , 2007seasons Results indicated superiority of  

bleaching machine H- Jetpealier on Satak rice machine which was 8.339%, 9.160% and, 

9.823 % 10.730% respectively for both seasons .This is due to increase pressure of the kernel 

inside the bleaching room machine and hot tempertuer of the kernels thus increase hulls 

percentage bleaching Satak rice machine compared with bleaching H-Jetpealier machine.The 

finding are in good agreement with the findings of  Courtois et al (2001). It can be noted 

from table(8) the superiority of 10 to 12% moisture content for both seasons , recording the 

lowest  of hulls percentage 7.781%,8.922%respectively for both seasons ,compared with 14 

to 16%kernel moisture content which gave the highest rate of hulls percentage 10.297%and 

10.932%respectively for both seasons . this is due to the different moisture content of kernel 

which significantly affected thePercentage of bleached rice and increase hulls percentage  

.The findings are in good agreement with results obtained by Chaitep(2008).It can be noted 

from table(8)the existence of significant differences at the interaction of bleaching machine 

with moisture content of kernel on the character of the hulls percentage for 2006 and2007. 

recording the interference bleaching machine H-Jetpealier with moisture content of kernel10 

to 12% lowest rate of the hulls percentage 7.314%and 8.149 % .respectively for both seasons 
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compared with Satak bleached rice machine ,which gave the higher rate of the percentage of 

hulls 11.004% and 11.776%, for both seasons ,where they overlap with moisture content 14 

to 16%. 

Table (8) the effect of bleaching machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the hulls percentage% for 2006 , 2007. 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-

jetpealier 

Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

3.422 4.141 3.414 10 -12  

2111 4.434 41.243 4.211  42 -11 

41.472 44.221 41.134 14 -16 

 41.271 4.411                 Average 

 1.721 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.713 B 

1.212 A*B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Average Satak rice 

machine 

H-jetpealier Machine type 

      A 

       Kernel 

humidity 

             B 

Study 

seasons 

2.234 3.212 2.741 10 -12  

2112 4.411 41.244 3.447  42 -11 

41.242 44.111 4.141 14 -16 

 4.327 3.774                 Average 

 1.112 A  

   L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.122 B 

1.314 A*B 

Crunching machines:- 

1-Rice Varity Abasiya: 

A-Percentage of total extraction : 

        Table (9) showed significant influence of the type of machine crunches and kernel 

moisture content on the Percentage of total extraction character % for both seasons 

2006,2007. The results indicate superiority of machine crunches H-Abrasive bleaching 

compare with other type in Percentage of total extraction which was 57.43, 55.20%for both 

respectively .This is due to design differences and efficiency of the existing work and the red 

kernel percentage ,and these results consist with the findings of (Peluty et al 1994). Also the 

table(9) showed superiority of 12 to14% moisture content for both seasons , recording the 

highest rate of Percentage of total extraction 57.16, 59.17%.for both seasons respectively 

compared with moisture content of kernel 14 to16%which gave the lowest rate of the 

Percentage of total extraction 49.14, 51.36%. for both seasons respectively . This is due to 

the rice percentage differences in kernel moisture content , which significantly effected the 

Percentage of total extraction ,and these result content with findings of(Li et al 1999).Also 
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noted significant differences at machine crunches interaction with kernel moisture content on 

thePercentage of total extraction character both seasons 2006,2007 . the machine crunches 

overlapping H- Abrasive bleaching with kernel moisture content 12 to14% recording higher 

rate of Percentage of total extraction 62.42,61.02% for both seasons respectively , compared 

with cruches machine Rizhar rice which gave the lowest rate of Percentage of total extraction 

45.32, 44.28 %for both seasons respectively ,when overlap with moisture content 14 to 16%.  

Table (9) the effect of crunches machine and moisture content of kernel on the character of 

the Percentage of total extraction% for 2006 , 2007. 

 

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

12.11 17.12 11.47 13.44 11.11 10 -12  

2111 12.41 12.21 12.34 12.13 14.12  42 -11 

14.41 11.24 14.11 11.23 11.41 14 -16 

 17.13 11.21 13.24 11.21           Average 

 1.411 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.147 B 

N.S A*B 

  

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

11.11 11.11 11.41 13.11 11.71 10 -12  

2112 14.42 11.41 11.77 17.23 12.12  42 -11 

14.71 12.21 17.31 11.72 17.12 14 -16 

 11.42 11.14 14.43 12.17           Average 

 1.442 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.141 B 

N.S A*B 

 

B-Percentage head of rice : 

        Table (10) showed significant influence of the type of machine crunches and kernel 

moisture content on the Percentage head of rice character % for both seasons 2006,2007. The 

results indicate superiority of machine crunches H-Abrasive bleaching compare with other 

type in Percentage head of rice which was 44.31, 43.35%for both respectively .This is due to 

design differences and efficiency of the existing work and the red kernel percentage ,and 

these results consist with the findings of (Al Maamouri and AL sharifi 2008). Also the 

table(10) showed superiority of 12 to14% moisture content for both seasons , recording the 

highest rate of Percentage head of rice 45.65, 44.54%.for both seasons respectively compared 

with moisture content of kernel 14 to16%which gave the lowest rate of the Percentage head 

of rice 39.98, 39.22%. for both seasons respectively . This is due to the rice percentage 
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differences in kernel moisture content , which significantly effected the Percentage of total 

extraction ,and these result content with findings of (Li et al 1999).Also noted significant 

differences at machine crunches interaction with kernel moisture content on the Percentage 

of total extraction character both seasons 2006,2007 . the machine crunches overlapping H- 

Abrasive bleaching with kernel moisture content 12 to14% recording higher rate of 

Percentage head of rice 46.88,45.94% for both seasons respectively , compared with 

crunches machine Rizhar rice which gave the lowest rate of Percentage head of rice 36.99, 

36.22 %for both seasons respectively ,when overlap with moisture content 14 to 16%.  

Table (10) the effect of crunches machine and moisture content of kernel on the character of 

the Percentage head of rice for 2006 , 2007. 

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

14.21 14.14 12.11 74.42 17.73 10 -12  

2111 11.11 17.33 11.24 17.41 11.41  42 -11 

74.22 74.31 11.41 71.22 11.22 14 -16 

 14.14 12.12 74.21 17.71           Average 

 1.471 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.144 B 

N.S A*B 

  

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

12.14 14.11 17.12 11.14 11.11 10 -12  

2112 11.11 11.43 11.42 11.23 11.33  42 -11 

74.43 74.42 11.41 71.44 12.14 14 -16 

 12.42 17.11 11.24 11.74           Average 

 1.412 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.113 B 

N.S A*B 

 

  

 

C-breakage  percentage : 

        Table (11) showed significant influence of the type of machine crunches and kernel 

moisture content on the breakage percentage character % for both seasons 2006,2007. The 

results indicate superiority of machine crunches H-Abrasive bleaching compare with other 

type in breakage percentage which was 16.63, 17.75%for both respectively .This is due to 

design differences and efficiency of the existing work and the red kernel percentage ,and 

these results consist with the findings of (Matthews and Spadaro 1975). Also the table(11) 

showed superiority of 14 to16% moisture content for both seasons , recording the lowest rate 
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of breakage percentage 16.30, 17.33%.for both seasons respectively compared with moisture 

content of kernel 10 to12%which gave the higher rate of the breakage  percentage 20.56%, 

21.37%. for both seasons respectively . This is due to the rice percentage differences in 

kernel moisture content , which significantly effected the Percentage of total extraction ,and 

these result content with findings of (Chaitep 1998).Also noted significant differences at 

machine crunches interaction with kernel moisture content on the Percentage of total 

extraction character both seasons 2006,2007 . the machine crunches overlapping H- Abrasive 

bleaching with kernel moisture content 14 to16% recording lowest rate of breakage 

percentage 14.13,15.55% for both seasons respectively , compared with crunches machine 

Rizhar rice which gave the higher rate of breakage percentage 22.28, 21.46 %for both 

seasons respectively ,when overlap with moisture content 10 to 12%. 

Table (11) the effect of crunches machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the breakage percentage% for 2006 , 2007 . 

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

24.72 24.41 21.44 22.23 21.21 10 -12  

2111 44.21 44.11 43.11 24.27 42.11  42 -11 

42.77 42.14 41.12 44.23 41.11 14 -16 

 44.12 43.27 24.41 42.21           Average 

 1.471 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.144 B 

N.S A*B 

 

 

  

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

21.11 21.41 21.73 24.11 44.13 10 -12  

2112 43.42 43.11 42.34 21.42 41.23  42 -11 

41.71 41.43 41.74 44.14 41.47 14 -16 

 43.14 42.34 21.71 41.17           Average 

 1.414 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.112 B 

N.S A*B 

 

2-Rice variety Mushkhab 1 

A- Percentage of total extraction : 

        Table (12) showed significant influence of the type of machine crunches and kernel 

moisture content on the Percentage of total extraction character % for both seasons 

2006,2007. The results indicate superiority of machine crunches H-Abrasive bleaching 
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compare with other type in Percentage of total extraction which was 55.56%, 53.10%for both 

respectively .This is due to design differences and efficiency of the existing work and the red 

kernel percentage ,and these results consist with the findings of (Al Maamouri and AL sharifi 

2008). Also the table(12) showed superiority of 12 to14% moisture content for both seasons , 

recording the highest rate of Percentage of total extraction 54.67, 56.22%.for both seasons 

respectively compared with moisture content of kernel 14 to16%which gave the lowest rate 

of the Percentage of total extraction 46.80, 48.48%. for both seasons respectively . This is 

due to the rice percentage differences in kernel moisture content , which significantly 

effected the Percentage of total extraction ,and these result content with findings of (Chaitep 

2008).Also noted significant differences at machine crunches interaction with kernel 

moisture content on the Percentage of total extraction character both seasons 2006,2007 . the 

machine crunches overlapping H- Abrasive bleaching with kernel moisture content 12 to14% 

recording higher rate of Percentage of total extraction 59.41,57.69% for both seasons 

respectively , compared with crunches machine Rizhar rice which gave the lowest rate of 

Percentage of total extraction 43.23, 42.24 %for both seasons respectively ,when overlap 

with moisture content 14 to 16%. 

 

Table (12) the effect of crunches machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the Percentage of total extraction% for 2006 , 2007 . 

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

14.71 14.34 11.37 11.41 14.11 10 -12  

2111 11.12 11.14 11.21 11.21 12.14  42 -11 

11.31 11.33 13.14 12.21 11.11 14 -16 

 11.17 14.22 11.31 17.41           Average 

 1.421 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.141 B 

N.S A*B 

  

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

14.14 11.42 12.14 12.13 55.04 10 -12  

2112 11.22 12.41 12.31 11.12 14.14  42 -11 

13.13 13.14 14.43 17.27 12.27 14 -16 

 12.44 17.12 12.14 11.11           Average 

 1.444 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.114 B 

N.S A*B 

 

 B-Percentage head of rice : 
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        Table (13) showed significant influence of the type of machine crunches and kernel 

moisture content on the Percentage head of rice character % for both seasons 2006,2007. The 

results indicate superiority of machine crunches H-Abrasive bleaching compare with other 

type in Percentage head of rice which was 42.19, 41.23%for both respectively .This is due to 

design differences and efficiency of the existing work and the red kernel percentage ,and 

these results consist with the findings of (Al Maamouri and AL sharifi 2008). Also the 

table(13) showed superiority of 12 to14% moisture content for both seasons , recording the 

highest rate of Percentage head of rice 43.08, 41.61%.for both seasons respectively compared 

with moisture content of kernel 14 to16%which gave the lowest rate of the Percentage head 

of rice 38.99, 37.79%. for both seasons respectively . This is due to the rice percentage 

differences in kernel moisture content , which significantly effected the Percentage of total 

extraction ,and these result content with findings of (Afzalinia et al 2002).Also noted 

significant differences at machine crunches interaction with kernel moisture content on the 

Percentage of total extraction character both seasons 2006,2007 . the machine crunches 

overlapping H- Abrasive bleaching with kernel moisture content 12 to14% recording higher 

rate of Percentage head of rice 44.68,43.94% for both seasons respectively , compared with 

crunches machine Rizhar rice which gave the lowest rate of Percentage head of rice 38.11, 

35.96 %for both seasons respectively ,when overlap with moisture content 14 to 16%. 

 Table (13) the effect of crunches machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the Percentage head of rice% for 2006 , 2007. 

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

74.13 73.41 74.43 72.14 11.71 10 -12  

2111 14.14 11.77 12.74 74.31 17.41  42 -11 

72.24 72.11 73.21 71.41 74.74 14 -16 

 73.47 11.43 72.17 14.27           Average 

 1.471 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.144 B 

N.S A*B 

  

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

11.11 11.11 11.43 74.14 14.43 10 -12  

2112 17.13 12.11 17.32 14.11 11.13  42 -11 

73.44 73.11 74.13 73.44 74.42 14 -16 

 11.72 14.43 74.14 12.44           Average 

 1.441 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.141 B 

N.S A*B 
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C-breakage  percentage : 

        Table (14) showed significant influence of the type of machine crunches and kernel 

moisture content on the breakage percentage character % for both seasons 2006,2007. The 

results indicate superiority of machine crunches H-Abrasive bleaching compare with other 

type in breakage percentage which was 19.31, 20.84%for both respectively .This is due to 

design differences and efficiency of the existing work and the red kernel percentage ,and 

these results consist with the findings of (Al Maamouri and AL sharifi 2008). Also the 

table(14) showed superiority of 14 to16% moisture content for both seasons , recording the 

lowest rate of breakage percentage 17.99, 19.60%.for both seasons respectively compared 

with moisture content of kernel 10 to12%which gave the higher rate of the breakage  

percentage 24.15, 23.51%. for both seasons respectively . This is due to the rice percentage 

differences in kernel moisture content , which significantly effected the Percentage of total 

extraction ,and these result content with findings of (Peuty et al 1994).Also noted significant 

differences at machine crunches interaction with kernel moisture content on the Percentage 

of total extraction character both seasons 2006,2007 . the machine crunches overlapping H- 

Abrasive bleaching with kernel moisture content 14 to16% recording lowest rate of breakage 

percentage 17.14,18.84% for both seasons respectively , compared with crouches machine 

Rizhar rice which gave the higher rate of breakage percentage 25.10, 25.67 %for both 

seasons respectively ,when overlap with moisture content 10 to 12%. 

Table (14) the effect of crunches machine and moisture content of kernel on the 

character of the breakage percentage% for 2006 , 2007 . 

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

21.41 21.11 27.41 21.12 22.41 10 -12  

2111 24.44 22.14 24.33 22.11 21.27  42 -11 

44.11 44.21 44.17 21.12 43.31 14 -16 

 22.12 24.21 22.32 21.31           Average 

 1.121 A  

L.S.D 

   0.05 
1.111 B 

N.S A*B 

 

  

 

Average 

Bilrook 

Huiter 

Hambubg 

Rice 

Daiachi 

machine 

Rizhar 

Rice 

machine 

H-

Abrasive  

bleaching 

Crunches 

machine 

type  B 

 

 Kernel 

humidity% 

        A 

Study 

seasons 

27.14 27.34 27.11 21.41 24.44 10 -12  

2112 21.43 21.34 21.44 24.11 43.31  42 -11 

42.44 43.21 42.22 43.33 42.41 14 -16 

 21.43 21.24 24.11 44.74           Average 

 1.442 A  

L.S.D 1.114 B 
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N.S A*B    0.05 

 

Conclusions and recommendation :  

Conclusion:  

1- Significant superiority of bleaching machine H-Jetpealier than Satak rice machine in all 

studied traits and for both varieties .  

2- Significant superiority of  crunches machine H-Abrasive bleaching than Rizhar rice  

machine Bilrookhuiter Hambubg and rice Daiachi machine ,in allthe studied traits and 

for both varieties . 

3- Significant superiority of the weight moisture content 12 to 14% than 10 to 12% and 14 

to 16% in all the studied traits and for both varieties. 

Recommendation: 

1- Bleaching machine H-Jetpealier is preferable to give the best results during the bleached 

rice stage. 

2- Crunch machines H-Abrasive bleaching is preferable to give the best results during the 

crunches process.  

3- Adoption of moisture content 12 to 14% to give the best results during the bleaching 

stage for both two type of bleaching machines and for all crunches machines during 

crunches stage. 

4- Conduct future studies using new varieties of rice. 

5- Use different speeds for bleaching or crunching machines and determining losses 

measurement .  
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